During the development of a generic sustained-release dosage form, an in vivo pilot study is often performed. This pilot study could be the starting point to set up an IVIVC. Thanks to the relationship established between in vitro data and in vivo curve, a predictive in vitro model could be determined allowing calculation of an optimal dissolution curve. Based on those available tools, using a design of experiment, the formulation can be optimized with a minimum of effort. The target is to develop a formulation whose dissolution is as close as possible to the calculated optimal dissolution curve. This approach demonstrates that it is possible to improve the selection of the best formulation and minimize the risk in the bioequivalence final study using the in vivo profile observed during the pilot study and the IVIVC.
INTRODUCTION

I
n vitro-in vivo correlations (IVIVC) can be summarized as relationships observed between parameters or curves derived from in vitro (dissolution data on the X-axis: full dissolution curve or dissolution parameters) and in vivo (absorption curve or bioavailability or bioequivalence parameters on the Y-axis). The underlying assumption with correlations is that the rate-limiting factor in vivo must be reproducible in vitro and must not be linked with physiological factors (i.e., permeability/permeation through the membrane) but rather with the different rates of drug release from the drug dosage form (DDF) or to a lesser extent, with the solubilization of the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API). All of these correlations imply linear non-saturable pharmacokinetic processes (1) (2) (3) . For the highest level of IVIV correlation (Level A), the absorption curves presented as the percentage of the fraction of dose absorbed versus time are put in relation to the dissolution curve obtained in vitro. This absorption curve represents the slowest of all the phenomena that take place prior to and during absorption, such as drug release from the pharmaceutical dosage form, dissolution in the gastrointestinal fluid, and permeability through intestinal membranes. For a sustained-release dosage form, it mainly represents the release from the dosage form.
IVIVC stresses the importance of the in vitro dissolution (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , which must directly reflect the release and dissolution of the drug from the dosage form and all the aspects related to the formulation work. In contrast to in vivo studies, in vitro methods can be adapted to the dosage form developed as different apparatus could be used (USP Apparatus 1-4) with various media (HCl, buffer solutions, added surfactants or enzymes, complexation media: FaSSIF and FeSSIF), using pre-established technical parameters (e.g., volume, rate, flow). Any method (combination of apparatus, dissolution medium, and flow rate or rotation speed) able to discriminate between formulations can be used. To compare the results, the same method must be used to compare all the formulations developed.
In case of sustained-release formulations, formulation work plays a key role in the development of the dosage form, and IVIVCs are of great interest. All the IVIVC work performed is only valid in the context of the studied formulations; in other words, all the modified and optimized dosage forms must be manufactured within the same company, with similar processes, and have the same release mechanism (even with different rates) and route of administration (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 15) . For instance, it would not be acceptable to use the IVIVC generated on the originator formulation in the submission of a generic dossier.
The aim of this paper is to show how IVIVC can be established using results of a pilot study and how optimization of a generic formulation can be done based on the in vivo results of the originator.
PILOT STUDY: IDEAL STARTING POINT TO ESTABLISH IVIVC
Often during the development of slow-release formulations of generics, different technology from that of the originator could be used for the generic for either patent or price issues. In this case, the in vivo behavior of the prototype is tested using a pilot study to estimate the best option. Once the best option or technology is selected, the formulation is optimized using the same technology. For a sustained-release formulation, release from the pharmaceutical dosage form is the limiting factor, and if no other physiological limiting absorption processes takes place, IVIVC could be investigated based on the pilot results to optimize efficiently the formulation through a design of experiment (DOE) based on the target in vitro dissolution profile. The aim of the IVIVC in this case is to adequately estimate the target dissolution curve of the optimized formulation based on the expected in vivo dx.doi.org/10.14227/DT220215P44 results that would mimic the reference formulation and then predict the in vivo risk.
From the in vivo pilot study data and all in vitro results, a classical IVIVC approach could be used (1-3, 16, 17) , and this process is performed in two main steps: (1) calculation of the in vivo input function (absorption) by a deconvolution technique and (2) link with in vitro dissolution data using a regression method. An alternative method would be to use a direct convolution technique (18) (19) (20) (21) that will allow the investigator to treat all the information in a single process using specific algorithms and software derived from population pharmacokinetics. The first approach using a two-step method will be described.
EXAMPLE OF USE OF LEVEL A IVIVC TO OPTIMIZE A GENERIC FORMULATION
The most common process for developing a generic is to develop formulations with different release rates, such as slow, medium (target), and fast release, based on a dissolution test that is expected to be predictive (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . The next in vivo step is a pilot study to test the prototypes and to obtain plasma concentration profiles for these formulations. If none of the formulations is the optimal one, or if the pilot study failed to confirm that one of the prototypes is bioequivalent, the data can still be used to develop an IVIVC. From the in vitro and in vivo profiles, the dissolution and absorption time courses are obtained using an appropriate technique for each formulation. These results lead to the establishment of the IVIVC model.
As an example, the formulations (A, B, and C) tested in a pilot study gave in vitro results in accordance with the requirements (fast, medium, and slow release) as presented in Figure 1 . Based on those good results, an in vivo pilot study was performed on the reference and the three different formulations developed (Figure 2) . Unfortunately, compared with the reference product, the in vivo results did not reflect the forecasted in vitro results. Despite the fact that the in vivo profiles were in accordance with the expectations (fast, medium, and slow profiles), the target formulation was far from the reference one. The in vitro dissolution method was not predictive. The next step of the development was to analyze the non-optimal results of the in vivo pilot to understand the problem and to develop a better in vitro dissolution method. First, based on the in vivo data, the in vivo absorption of each formulation curve was calculated using a deconvolution method (Figure 3 ). The analysis of the absorption curves clearly shows that the in vivo behavior of the reference was different from that of the test formulations. For the calculation of the absorption curve, the formulation C (slow) produced questions. The terminal part of the curve is different from those of all the other formulations, and a "flip-flop" model could be discussed (22) . In a flip-flop model, rate of absorption approximates rate of elimination; in a simplified sense, rate of absorption is the rate-limiting step in the sequentialparallel processes of drug absorption, distribution, and elimination. This could be classically obtained for a slow sustained-release formulation. The possibility of a flip-flop model for formulation C was considered, and the absorption profile was determined based on such assumption ( Figure  3 flip-flop profile). As for a slow-release formulation, the absorption curve reflects the slowest of the phenomena: release, dissolution of the API, and permeation. It could be thought that the differences between the developed and the reference formulations are due to an inadequate in vivo release of the test formulations. In addition, there is a great difference between the in vitro dissolution kinetics performed and the in vivo absorption curves calculated from in vivo profiles, at least in terms of rate of dissolution/ absorption (Figure 1 vs 3) . Based on the in vitro dissolution and in vivo absorption data available for test formulations, a linear relationship was investigated (Figure 4) . The in vitro data are presented on the X-axis (as it usually exhibited less variability), and the in vivo on the Y-axis. In an ideal situation, the in vitro data should reflect in vivo behavior (one-to-one relationship between the in vivo and the in vitro data), leading to a linear relationship with a slope close to 1 and an intercept not different from 0 indicating a direct proportionality. In all other cases, the nature of the relationship between the in vivo and the in vitro data needs further investigation.
Looking at the percentage absorbed (%FD) versus percentage of drug dissolved over time (Figure 4) , as a first attempt to build an IVIVC, a relation close to a linear one for B and C and a nonlinear relationship for A are highlighted. Those differences indicate that either the kinetic order of the input in vivo and in vitro are different (for example the dissolution may appear to be zero order and the in vivo input first order) or the rates of absorption/dissolution are different between in vivo and in vitro. In those cases, a direct IVIVC is not possible, and a new dissolution technique that matches the vivo data must be developed. Changing the in vitro conditions (apparatus, dissolution medium, etc.) should allow development of a predictive dissolution method. The results of the new dissolution data for all three test and the reference formulations are presented in Figure 5 .
This new dissolution test displayed the correct ranking among all formulations and highlighted the difference in behavior (mechanism of release) of the reference formulation versus all the test formulations. Results obtained with the new dissolution method were used to perform an IVIVC with the in vivo percentage absorbed already available including a common time scaling for all formulations ( Figure 6 ).
The first outcome of this new IVIVC was the common relationship for all formulations suggesting that a similar limiting factor exists for all of them and might be related to the common release mechanism of the formulations. The equation of the curve is of the form The predictability calculated denoted the validity of the established IVIVC.
USING IVIVC TO ESTABLISH THE IDEAL PROFILE TO MATCH THE REFERENCE FORMULATION
IVIVC (mainly Level A) is a powerful tool in drug development that can be used in many different instances (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . It shows a good understanding of the release characteristics of the pharmaceutical dosage form over time. The European guidelines (5, 6, 11) and FDA guidelines (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) emphasize the interest in IVIVC and the use of IVIVC to optimize formulations, set dissolution limits, reduce the number of bioequivalence studies during product development, and facilitate certain regulatory decisions.
Based on the IVIVC expressed by the previous equation and on the calculated in vivo absorption profile of the reference formulation ( Figure 3 ) the optimal dissolution curve, using the technology/formulation of the test formulation, could be derived using:
This calculated optimal in vitro dissolution curve represents the dissolution that must be obtained by the new formulation using the technology of the test formulations. According to the type of technology (coating, matrix system, multiparticulate dosage form, specific excipient, etc.), the key factors of the formulation (critical quality attribute: CQA) will be used to develop the best formulation that will match exactly with the in vitro requirements. For example, for a coated technology, parameters such as amount of coating, type of plasticizer, type of coating polymer, and coating thickness are CQAs that could be modified and tested to reach the target in vitro profile. Based on the defined parameters, a DOE is established to optimize the formulation. Various types of DOE could be used from a factorial design to a simplex method. This approach optimizes the formulation as well as reduces the risks of no bioequivalence in further studies (1-4, 16, 17) . Thus, an optimal dissolution curve could be different from the in vitro dissolution determined with the reference using the defined in vitro conditions as: (1) the dissolution test was set up for the test formulation, (2) dissolution can be over-or under-discriminating, but this factor is accounted for by the IVIVC, and (3) the selected technology could also influence the way to obtain the optimal formulation, an exact copy of the reference.
In the present example, the target dissolution, even if mimicking the reference profile, differs in rate. Results of the DOE allowed the development of a new formulation and calculation of the chance of in vivo success based on the IVIVC. IVIVC may reduce the number of in vivo studies during drug development and can be established using forecasted studies with no additional cost.
CONCLUSIONS
IVIVC links in vitro dissolution profiles and in vivo data and can be used classically to simulate the in vivo performance of a dosage form based on in vitro data. On the other hand, an optimal dissolution curve can be determined based on the in vivo data and the established IVIVC. This optimal dissolution curve can be the target curve on which to optimize formulations based on a DOE.
